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As a networking researcher with a broader interest in systems, my research focuses on making the
communication between distributed systems easier to configure, monitor, understand, and troubleshoot. My
unique experience with operating real networks gives me insights into what problems network operators
face daily and which new ideas practitioners will actually use. In particular, the most critical challenge among
operators is quickly understanding what is happening in the network and reacting to it as soon as possible.
To this end, I focus on measuring and analyzing network traffic to understand how applications perform
and what experiences users or systems have, which are otherwise hidden under the fast stream of bits.

Today, we are witnessing a Cambrian explosion of applications with widely different network require-
ments (e.g., video conferencing, AR/VR, remote surgery). Yet, network operators still rely on low-level
commands when configuring network devices and use archaic tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, Wireshark) when
troubleshooting connectivity or performance issues. Thus, I search for trustworthy high-level abstrac-
tions that assist operators with everyday practice. I explore the use of programmable network devices,
which I use to build more versatile networks, and high-level abstractions, which helps to monitor and
control such networks more intuitively. I strive toward building more flexible yet reliable networked systems,
which we desperately need in our tightly-connected world.

Indeed, such programmability and high-level abstractions foster new ideas to sprout. However, few ideas
actually see the light outside a lab. Innovations in network operations are tough to deliver because, unlike our
pioneers in computer networks, many of us have lost touch with reality. For example, how many researchers
have experience with managing operational networks? Do researchers have enough experience inspecting
packet traces from the wild? Unlike others, I have a unique strength in conducting empirical research.
I use data from real operational networks and applications, build solutions with real hardware, and bring
my ideas back to real networks, users, and operators to test and evaluate. Throughout my career, I built
strong relationships with network operators and even purposefully sought to gain first-hand operational
experience. For example, my thesis work used data from production network devices, was deployed in
operational networks, and was evaluated by network operators or home users through comprehensive user
studies [3, 5, 8]. I worked as a research engineer at Princeton University to gain operational experience while
doing research. I deployed a working cellular network at Princeton, an open and programmable 5G network
funded by DARPA. I built tools and infrastructure that help collect network data from production networks
as well as run new ideas against real-world traffic [6, 7, 12]. My recent work focuses on analyzing traffic in the
wild and building telemetry and control solutions with hardware that can run in real networks [1, 10, 11, 13].

Dissertation: Dynamic Network Control With SDN

How are network operators managing our networks? What tools or language do they use? Can we find better
methods? My thesis sought answers to these questions through empirical analysis and building alternative
solutions for managing networks.

Empirical analysis of the configuration language operators use. Network operators still implement
high-level network tasks with low-level configuration commands. To further understand how operators use
this language, I analyzed five years of router, switch, and firewall configurations from two large campus net-
works [5]. I have mapped each low-level command or set of commands to a high-level intent or function (e.g.,
access control, routing, etc.) and tracked how each function changed over time. I also performed a correlation
analysis, determining which functions tend to change together. We found that operators have made millions
of line changes among thousands of network devices over the five years, solely relying on this low-level lan-
guage. Operators also use a combination of seemingly unrelated stanzas to realize a high-level operational
task, making it harder to understand and troubleshoot. The biggest problem is that network conditions are
dynamic, but the configuration method is not. The forwarding behavior changes frequently, triggered by
various network events. However, the outdated configuration method makes the process extremely manual.
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Expressing and realizing dynamic network policies with Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
Network operators need a better way to express how traffic forwarding should change in response to a wide
range of events, ranging from intrusion detection to unexpected surges of traffic volume. To this end, I
have developed Kinetic [8], a domain-specific language and network control system that allows operators to
express dynamic network control concisely and intuitively. In Kinetic, we model the network as a finite state
machine: each state corresponds to a specific forwarding behavior while events trigger the transition between
network states. When implementing realistic policies, a finite state machine strikes a nice balance between
expressiveness and conciseness. Also, a finite state machine is amenable to verification. With Kinetic,
an operator can run a symbolic model checker on the network control program to check if any network’s
state or transition violates the operator-provided specifications. A user study with several hundred network
operators demonstrates that Kinetic is intuitive to use. Furthermore, the evaluation shows that realistic
Kinetic programs scale well with the number of policies and the network size.

Building smarter applications with SDN. I have worked on designing and building alternative SDN-
based solutions for different types of networks. For home networks, we have designed and implemented a tool
called uCap [3], which enables home users to track data usage per client device and control them individually
(e.g., allow/block network usage). We conducted a field trial of uCap in 21 home networks in three countries
and performed an in-depth qualitative study of ten homes. Users said uCap revealed helpful information
about how they and their devices use their network. For example, one user even discovered a household laptop
infected with malware after investigating why it was consuming so much data. CORONET [9] is an SDN
controller module that guarantees fast recovery from any single link or switch failure in a network, subject
only to physical topology constraints. This work resulted in two patents with Hewlett Packard Labs [14, 15].

Gaining Insights Through Operation and Enabling Research

After earning my Ph.D., I had a unique opportunity to work as a Cyber Infrastructure Engineer (CIE)
for Princeton University. Funded by the National Science Foundation’s Campus Cyberinfrastructure (CC*)
program, the goal was to build and improve the campus’s computing and networking infrastructure to meet
the needs of today’s scientific research efforts. I saw the opportunity to get my “hands dirty” by working
with a real network. Indeed, I learned a lot by having a closer look at day-to-day operations in a real campus
network. Moreover, I built an infrastructure that enabled researchers to test new ideas in the wild.

Successes with SDN and operational networks. In collaboration with Corsa Technology, I have
designed, deployed, and operated a software-defined border router in the campus network. Unlike a traditional
border router, our software-defined border router has separated the control plane and data plane functions,
following the SDN paradigm. As a fully-programmable software program in a centralized virtual machine
makes the packet-forwarding decisions, our open, programmable software-defined border router had much
more flexibility than traditional closed, fixed-function border routers. Our border router forwarded packets
between Internet2 and the university’s ScienceDMZ subnet, a dedicated network slice for science traffic.

Enabling academic research on production campus networks. Working with academic researchers
and campus network operators made me realize the vast gap between the two communities. Campus network
operators deal with real network problems but cannot fully understand them as they are stuck with outdated
monitoring and analysis tools. Meanwhile, researchers have new ideas and tools but lack access to real-
world networks. I saw an opportunity here where both communities can mutually benefit each other. To
this end, I led the effort to design and build an infrastructure that enables academic researchers to access
real-world data (e.g., campus packet traces) from a production campus network and run experiments on
the network. P4Campus [6, 12] is an initiative to deploy deeply programmable hardware switches around a
campus network, where each switch has access to mirrored but anonymized traffic from the campus network.
P4Campus helps researchers: (i) migrate from software-based simulation to implementation on hardware
switches, (ii) capture and replay packet traces from their campus network, and (iii) run experiments against
live production traffic. I plan to collaborate with network operators and establish this infrastructure in my
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next institution, as I have done at Princeton University.

Back to Research with Deeply Programmable Switches

The most critical and challenging part when operating a network is figuring out what is happening in the
network as quickly as possible. High-speed programmable switches (e.g., Intel/Barefoot Tofino) open up new
possibilities in this direction as they can perform intelligent traffic analysis at line rate! As an Associate
Research Scholar in the Computer Science department, I focused on extracting higher-level insights, such as
human-readable names, performance, and application quality, from lower-level packet streams.

Extracting names from data packets. Operators want to monitor and act on higher-level attributes
like website names or operating system (OS) types, not IP addresses. For example, a statement like “Large
traffic is coming from 142.251.35.174” will become much easier to understand if we can automatically
translate the IP address to a higher-level name like ‘YouTube’. This will also enable operators to write
network policies with domain names (e.g., “For traffic from YouTube, bypass the firewall”). Meta4 [10] is
a program that runs on high-speed programmable switches that can automatically map individual packets
to human-readable domain names instead of relying on offline, manual domain name lookups. Meta4 parses
DNS response packets and saves the IP-to-domain mapping in memory within the switch. When a client
sends an outgoing packet, Meta4 does a “join” using the client packet’s destination IP address and the IP-
to-domain mapping, figuring out the destination’s domain name. We carefully design the packet parser to
effectively cover most DNS packets seen “in the wild” as they have variable lengths due to multiple optional
fields. Furthermore, we build and utilize a particular data structure, like a multi-stage hash table, for saving
the mapping information in switch memory, which has limited space.

P40f [1] is another work that maps packets to a more meaningful primitive for human operators; it
fingerprints user devices’ Operating Systems (OS) by inspecting their traffic. This operation is possible
because the combination of values in the packet header acts as a strong fingerprint of an operating system.
We designed and implemented a packet parser to understand and extract key values from each packet directly
at the programmable data plane. P40f tags every packet with an associated operating system, which enables
an operator to monitor or take immediate action based on OS type, all inside the switch (e.g., “block packets
from outdated Windows XP machines”). P40f can also detect and block SYN flooding attack packets, which
is possible because such packets have a distinctive combination of packet header field values.

Extracting performance metrics from data packets. Consistently low latency is vital in today’s
applications (e.g., live video conferencing and online gaming). As a result, continuous and accurate monitoring
of network latency is ever more critical. Continuous latency monitoring also has a use case in cybersecurity.
For example, a sudden change in the round-trip time could indicate an abnormal change to the flow’s end-to-
end path (e.g., interception and traffic surveillance by an adversarial nation). Dart [13] passively calculates the
round-trip time (RTT) of flows at a programmable switch in real-time as packets fly by. We again utilize the
memory space in a programmable switch to accomplish this. Dart first saves the sender packet’s information
and timestamp in a hash table in the switch. When the switch later sees the receiver’s acknowledgment
packet, the switch finds the matching sender packet entry in the hash table. If present, Dart calculates the
round-trip time between the switch (the vantage point) and the receiver by calculating the time difference
between the timestamps of the sender’s packet and the receiver’s acknowledgment packet. Dart effectively
eliminates the chance of collecting inaccurate RTT samples by keeping track of what the sender has sent,
what the sender expects from the receiver, and what the receiver has acknowledged.

Extracting application quality from data packets. Inspecting a packet stream can reveal much infor-
mation, even from a proprietary application. My colleagues and I have reverse-engineered Zoom’s Real-time
Transport Protocol (RTP) header and created tools to extract application quality metrics from proprietary
real-time video conferencing applications [11]. First, we used a programmable switch to identify and only
collect Zoom traffic from our campus network. Then, we designed a Zoom analysis software that runs on
a server to demystify how Zoom operates. Our work explains how Zoom starts and runs online meetings
using various network protocols. Our analysis software can identify and differentiate between video, audio,
and screen-sharing packets from Zoom traffic. Our software also extracts quality metrics, such as frame-
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level latency, jitter, media bit-rate, and packet loss, in each video and audio traffic. Finally, we verified our
work with controlled experiments and tested the software’s feasibility by testing it against real Zoom traffic
captured from our campus network.

Future Research Directions

Today, there are fascinating innovations at the edge and access networks. In particular, we are witnessing
the fast adoption of next-generation access technologies such as 5G/6G. Simultaneously, a plethora of new
user applications and devices are emerging (e.g., Internet of Things), each with a different requirement. Fur-
thermore, more services and heavy computations, like AI/ML, are being deployed closer to users. Therefore,
I plan to focus my future research efforts on designing and implementing solutions that better support our
next-generation access networks, user applications, and services at the edge.

Next-generation access networks: open and programmable. The mobile/cellular network infrastruc-
ture is getting more open and programmable, from base stations to mobile packet cores. Base stations and
radios are becoming more software-defined (e.g., Universal Software Radio Peripherals). Mobile packet cores
are transforming into data centers, enabling services and heavy computation (e.g., AI/ML) to run on com-
modity hardware at the edge closer to customers. Thus, I strongly believe that the success of next-generation
wireless networks heavily depends on the tight collaboration between two disciplines: wireless technology and
wired networks. I plan to expand my research in this area, leveraging my expertise in programmable networks.
For example, dual-programmability at wireless radio towers and wired packet core networks should enable
operators (1) to perform end-to-end telemetry and (2) have more control over the end-to-end forwarding path.
I have already embarked on pursuing this research direction. The DARPA-funded PRONTO project built
open, programmable, and secure 5G networks at multiple sites worldwide, and I was heavily involved in the
deployment of the Princeton University testbed. I plan to establish a similar testbed at my next institution
and continue my research in this area.

Next-generation applications and devices: cyber-physical systems. Today, increasingly more cyber-
physical systems require fast and reliable network connectivity. For example, using the PRONTO 5G testbed,
I have led the development of demo showcases with wireless drones, showing how programmable switches
can immediately detect and block denial-of-service attacks against drone control systems in a sub-second
manner [4]. I have also developed and demonstrated remotely controlling a Raspberry Pi-based robot car
through the PRONTO 5G testbed. However, this is just a start. I plan to work with more complex cyber-
physical systems that benefit from faster, more reliable, and more versatile networks. Such cyber-physical
systems include, but are not limited to, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), autonomous ground vehicles,
autonomous cargo ships, smart factories, intelligent farming systems, and so on. Working with cyber-physical
systems requires interdisciplinary research, which I plan to pursue as a faculty member.

Next-generation services at the edge: AI/ML and computer networks. The recent advancement
in machine learning brings exciting questions and challenges regarding its application to computer networks.
First, I plan to explore using AI/ML techniques for inferring high-level primitives or network features that
are useful for operators. For example, can an AI/ML model help operators find distinctive traffic patterns
or infer higher-level application performance instead of relying on in-depth analysis that requires expertise
in the target network and its traffic pattern? My recent work with collaborators on using AI/ML models
for inferring the quality of experience (QoE) of video streaming applications [2] is a step toward this effort.
Second, I want to explore the application of programmable switches to “network-meets-AI” research. Many
previous AI/ML studies relied on servers to customize what to extract from network traffic (e.g., latency,
packet loss) even though general-purpose CPU servers are not fit for fast packet processing. Luckily, now
we can explore the use of programmable switches to extract meaningful features from network traffic at line
rate, a critical process for building, training, and using AI/ML models for networked systems. However, it
matters how you program the switch. For example, a programmable switch must translate network traffic to
a data format that works well with today’s AI/ML models. A good solution should balance compatibility
and effectiveness with a wide range of AI/ML models. Building the right abstraction for non-networking
experts to express feature extraction needs for their AI/ML models is also a challenging research topic.
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